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Imagine a party - a party where people
from all over the world come together,
dance, mingle, share a laugh and their
ideas and values. A place where you will
at some point be toasting an Ethiopian
with a German beer in you right hand
and a Georgian snack in your left -
where you will in the next instance be
swirled away by a group of Pakistanis’
dressed in traditional robes driven by
the rhythm of American hip hop beats
being cheered on by their Spanish
colleagues. A place where everybody is a potential
friend.
Think that this only happens in the movies? Think

again.
The global village party has a long tradition with
MUIMUN, manages to bring MUN veterans back to
Münster each year and fascinates those who participate
for the first time — a definite highlight of MUIMUN and
an enrichment to Münster’s nightlife. This year was no
exception and all throughout the night delegates and staff
members enjoyed themselves in the Gazelle, a small
nightclub in the city centre of Münster. Everyone stayed
true to the headline of this year’s conference by building
bridges of communication and friendship across
differences of nationality and culture.

It would be an understatement to say that this
party was anything less than legendary: It all
started off calmly with several delegations setting
out traditional food from their countries and
offering these to others. Then came a single
Zimbabwean together with her new friends
putting of a dance performance that drove
everybody to the dance floor. The cheerful beats
brought out our friends from Spain with a great
choreography of their own and also our friends
from Pakistan immediately followed suit showing
and teaching everybody their incredible moves. At
this point of time everybody was shaking a leg or
two and the good vibes continued to last for many

hours.
The success of a
party always depends
on the people
attending it. We want
to thank everybody
for contributing,
taking part and
making it the great
event that it was. We
are sure that we will
see all of you fresh and
ready today for

committee sessions and workshops as… a little party
never killed nobody

By SemWiegand

Global Village Party: A little party never
killed nobody…
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Frankarlo Figueroa has been to
several MUNs in the United States.
Now, he comes to visit Münster —
and goes to the Spanish committee.

Why would someone who speaks
perfect English do that? We asked
him.
What is your experience with
MUNs in the USA versus your
experience at MUIMUN?
MUNs in the states are very
competitive, straight and very hard.
MUIMUN as a contrast is very laid-
back and is a lot of fun with all the

social activities. And the committees
are really small, compared to the ones
in the States, so you get to talk more.

Why did you decide to come to
Münster?
My team decided “We want to go to
an international conference.” So
actually, I did not choose it on my
own. However, I like the vintage style
of the city and all the things and
people you can experience here. And
of course the price — that’s really
inexpensive for a whole MUN.

You are talking about your ‘team’.
What exactly does this mean?
We have a club that meets once a
week. There we go over how the
Model United Nation works, the
procedure, the talks and so on. And
of course we practice and practice
and practice all the time (laughs) .

You are from the United States,
which means you speak English
perfectly. And then you chose to go
to the Spanish committee — why is
that?
I’m Puerto Rican, so I really know
Spanish, my whole family is Puerto
Rican — we even speak Spanish at
home. However, I’ve never done a
MUN in Spanish before. So — why
not? It’s an adventure. And indeed,
CEPAL committee was a challenge
for me. At home, I talk very informal
— so I’m looking forward to refine my
language at this MUN.
Franky, thank you for the interview.

by Lisa Neidl

The Many Faces ofMUIMUN:
Delegate Frankarlo Figueroa (18) from Kennesaw (USA)
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In 2009 Frank Walter Steinmeier,
current and former German
Minister of Foreign Affairs, was
patron ofMUIMUN.
As a present to thank him for his
support he got a bag of MUIMUN’s
conference in 2009. Five years later
while watching the news a team
member saw Steinmeier who
travelled a lot at this time trying to
negotiate a compromise in the

Ukraine
Conflict,
paying a visit
to multiple
countries
involved in
the crisis
throughout
his missions.
These
pictures were
seen all over

the world.
What you might not have noted yet
is the bag with which the Minister
travelled. As you can see in the
picture it was the MUIMUN bag
which accompanied him in his
negotiations. This present obviously
must mean something to him,
because he kept it from 2009 until
today during two periods as a
Minister on Foreign Relations and

four years in opposition. So another
time it has been proven the ideas of
MUIMUN are well known all around
the world.
During last year´s Deutsche Welle
“Global Media Forum” journalist
meeting in Bonn a delegation of
MUIMUN had the chance to talk to
the German Minister of Foreign
Relations. As the organising team
member Franziska describes it: “We
were really excited about the chance
to speak to him. He was very kind
and encouraged us to continue with
organising Model United
Conferences. And he said he likes our
bag. To get support from one of the
important characters in International
Politics was a great moment.”

ByPatrickGwinner

MUIMUN goes Politics

After adjourning the decision
yesterday, the majority of delegates
of CEPAL votes in favor of debating
the issue “An alternative system for
the International Monetary Fund
in Latin America” first. This topic
divides the commission into two
pressure groups.
While nations like Brazil,
Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador or
Venezuela are searching for
alternatives to the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund,
other countries including Colombia,

Costa Rica, Panama or Mexico
trade a lot with the United States
of America and the European
Union. Therefore they want to
hold on to the existing
institutions. It is often the
delegate of Peru who is striving
for collaboration on this matter,
calling upon his fellow delegates
to work together more

cooperatively.
There also is an unexpected twist of
the balance of power when the
delegate of the Dominican Republic
mysteriously transforms into the
delegate of Venezuela after a short
coffee break. This was initialized by
the delegates themselves as they felt
that the political influence of
Venezuela was missing before. “After
we changed, the debate became a
little bit spicier”, remarks chairman
José Antonio Villena Sierra. With
“spicy” the chair refers to a verbal

exchange between the delegate of
France and Venezuela. When France
calls Venezuela a dictatorship,
Venezuela responds: “You should not
mistake this and think of the
difference between a coup and a
revolution.”
In the evening the delegates of
Argentina, Venezuela and Brazil
introduce their working paper to the
commission and explain the general
idea of how their resolution could
look like. They plan to extend the
competence of the Bank of the South
and aim to decrease the gap between
the rich and the poor. However, they
want to leave the option to reform
the International Monetary Fund as
well. As session time elapses further
debates about this proposal are
postponed and will leave the floor
open to all the other delegates today.
ByVivien Valentiner /
PatrickGwinner

Cepal: Call for cooperation

COMMITTEES
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On the second day of debate
ECOFIN makes a huge step
forward towards a guideline on
states bankruptcy as the delegates
eventually merge into
two major blocs.
The beginning of the
committee session is
marked by unmoderated
caucuses with multiple
groups discussing issues
like the foundation of a
new institution or the
amendment of the existing
Bretton Woods
Institutions. Afterwards,
many delegates honor the
fierce and fruitful debate. Greece
again stresses the need for a new
institution, whereas France asks the
committee why to “reinvent the
wheel when the wheel is right in
front”. The People’s Republic of

China prioritizes finding adequate
actions to tackle sovereign debt
rather than discussing what sort of
institution should be responsible.

With countries like the United States
of America and France supporting an
amendment of the IMF and others
like Greece being in favor of a new
institution the committee opts for
further unmoderated caucuses.

In the end the delegates merge into
two blocs with opposing opinions
especially on the role of the IMF.
Spain raises the question what

reasons there are for
establishing a new institution,
whereas Namibia claims that
the IMF has failed and
therefore an amendment would
be pointless. Others point out
that the committee attaches too
much importance to the IMF
striving for the inclusion of the
IMF into a greater framework
instead. Overall the afternoon
is dominated by unmoderated
caucuses in order to develop

working papers. As a result ECOFIN
might be able to vote on a draft
resolution in the next committee
session.

ByMichaelKoop

ECOFIN: Huge Steps Forward

“We first have to define an illegal
migrant as a subject of law, only
then we can define his rights”, says
Japan. This is how the
second session of HRC
starts on Sunday
morning.
After having discussed
possible approaches for a
matching definition, the
delegates start into a
second moderated caucus
about how to manifest
human rights for illegal
migrants. Therefore,
Venezuela and Brazil
emphasize the importance of
including them into society and
improving the conditions of their
education.
After that, Indonesia outlines
distinguishing between illegal and
legal workers as crucial part of the
discussion.

Unsuitable working conditions,
poor health care and the exploitation
of workers are seen as the main

problems of illegal work. Therefore,
the UK stresses: “We should not
target workers but employers. They
have to register every new employee
in order to avoid illegal work.”
Another big topic is the financial
support for all countries which are
willing to help illegal migrants, for

example with a more transparent
policy. Concerning this issue the
opinions of the delegates are divided:

While Code d’Ivoire
and Cuba demand
money for the suffering
developing countries,
the USA have concerns
about this idea because
they fear that the
financial support could
be used inefficiently.
This leads the HRC
delegates to the
question for which
purposes the money

should be spent. South Africa wants
to invest in building up information
centers and institutions to control
the employers whereas Venezuela
advocates investments for the
integration of immigrants.

ByAlexandra Abeln

HRC: Taking the legal way — possibilities of integration

COMMITTEES
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Did you wonder where the ICJ
delegates where after the opening
ceremony?
Well, while most of the delegates
were visibly enjoying themselves at
the champagne reception, most
members of the ICJ committee were
eagerly revisiting their study guides,
enhancing their research and
preparing the next day’s court
sessions.
The ICJ continues to keep up a
steady pace in discussing the highly
delicate case of genocide amongst
Croats and Serbs. Seeking to find the
fine line between genocide and, for
example, crimes against humanity,
judges start off by giving the
discussion a new structure. Inspired
by the president’s recommendation,
it was established in first non-
binding roll calls whether the
physical components of a breach of

the Genocide Convention existed.
Here the court came to mixed
conclusions. In the following it needs
to be resolved whether this physical
component of the crime was linked
to an intent, this being necessary for
concluding a genocide.
Similar to the previous day agents
of the applicant and respondent were
continuously tackled by a
tremendously large amount of

questions, inquiries to present
evidence and demands to
explain their states’ actions.
Whilst the judges in return
were confronted with rather
unsettling, gruesome victim
and witness reports of
incidents concerning rape,
forced sterilization and the
withholding of essential goods
such as food from those most
vulnerable.

Rather than turning emotional in
these fields of discussion, however,
the judges remained resilient and
calm portraying a high level of
professionalism; which neither the
harshness of the topics nor the
presence of the press, vigorously
taking pictures and filming the court
proceedings, could disrupt.

By SemWiegand

ICJ: Hard work, gruesome facts andMANY questions

Saturday’s committee session
mainly focused on terrorism and
ended with accusations of
countries one to another. However,
yesterday it seemed as if there had
been a tacit agreement among most
delegates to stop picking on each
other and find a common ground
for solutions.
After a short discussion about

other
transnational
crimes such as
drug and human
trafficking the
Security Council
went into
unmoderated
caucus to start
writing working
papers.
Meanwhile two
groups emerged,
one with the

three veto powers China, Russia and
- surprisingly as well - the USA as
sponsors and another around the
delegations of Chad, France and
Nigeria. In its objectives the working
paper of the latter differs from the
first in that it demands an
implementation of sanctioning
regimes for entities and individuals
associated with terrorist networks. It

further recommends steps to be
taken to develop the ICC to
criminalize terrorist acts. Obviously,
China and Russia had little
difficulties with that, especially since
both have not ratified the ICC-
forming Rome Statute. Apart from
that struggle both working papers
request more international
cooperation and financial aid, the
improvement of border security and
they also take the role that media
plays into account. With this essential
basis for cooperation both working
papers were merged towards the end
of the day, so that we can hope to go
into voting procedure tomorrow.
Let’s see what the Security Council
will present us to combat the threat
of terrorism and other transnational
crimes and make this world a safer
place.

ByElisa Benker

SC: From accusations to cooperation

COMMITTEES
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On the second afternoon of
debate, the Specpol committee
continues elaborating on details of
mutual agreements on the use of
nuclear power.
A working paper
sponsored by Canada,
China, Saudi Arabia,
the United Kingdom
and the Russian
Federation is dedicated
to outline the benefits
of using nuclear power
to secure the energy
supply, while ensuring
and promoting global
peace and security. The
supporters seem to form a strong
alliance trying to promote nuclear
security measures including
accountable long-term storage of
nuclear waste, adequate and safe
transportation and engineer training.

The sponsors are optimistic that
these measures will help to minimise
the risks of nuclear power and enable
all countries to use nuclear
technologies for the greater good.

Countries opposing the approach
stick to their opinion that nuclear
energy should remain competence of
the sovereign states and criticize that
global regulations would cut off
developing countries from further

developing nuclear programs. In a
moderated caucus one could observe
the delegates working dedicatedly on
their drafts, trying to merge ideas and
finding a compromise. Australia,
Sweden, Germany and Norway keep
pressing on higher environmental
standards to be implemented and
seem to have started their
negotiations with the North-
American alliance on how to merge
approaches. In every case the Specpol
committee seems to be a very eager
and cooperative one. After today,
with a broadly supported draft
resolution expected on the floor, it
remains a question whether the
developing countries will arrange
with the dominant solution strategies
or oppose it in fear to be further left
behind in the nuclear question.

ByFranziska Funke

SPECPOL: Proceeding fast to voting procedure

This year’s motto “Building
Bridges” is an important one to
learn in UNEP on Sunday.
These delegates got power.
They just need to use it right.
In Sunday’s session, the
committee comes down to three
important aspects for solving
issues with wildlife trade:
innovations in security,
legislation and education. With
those aspects in mind the basis of
the first working paper and even
the first draft resolution is given.
But a common basis does not mean
having no disputes: Heated
discussions and emotional
arguments lead to the moment when
the director Sher Afghan Malik has to
share these wise words: „A true
diplomat is a gentleman or a lady
who can tell another person to go to
hell in such a nice way that the other
person looks forward to make the

journey and asks for directions. “
Keeping that in mind the delegates
continue discussing about sub-points
trying to stay in a formal mood.
Especially the importance of culture
is a crucial point, as Chair Anastasia
Trubnikova explains: “In the whole
world, culture can mean so many
things and it’s as hard as important
to define an overall definition in such

a work paper.”
During the
afternoon many
delegates realise what
they should rally for:
One mutual solution
— bridging the gap
between their
opinions on different
approaches. Those
wake-up calls have
effects: Finally the
whole committee is
working on ONE

resolution which will be presented
the next day.
The session closes in harmony:
With a joyful round of charade
everyone gets a good laugh. The
committee does well in remaining
silent on two delegates’ attempt to
explain “Sex and the City”…

ByLisa Neidl

UNEP: “A true diplomat”

COMMITTEES
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Can the hatred between different
religious and cultural groups be
overcome through education?
Who can educate children in
regions of dispute? The education in
post-conflict areas continues to be
important for the UNESCO which
yesterday has formulated a draft

resolution with 13 amendments. The
delegates agree that intercultural
educational centres should be
installed in cooperation with local
and global partners. France and Iraq
remark that these places can be
targets for terrorists and should
therefore be especially protected.
According to the delegates, education
in post-conflict regions should
include a course on tolerance and
inter-cultural understanding as well
as secular basic teaching. Local
teachers should be trained for
intercultural education and improve
their regular training in the special
centres.
“Teachers are needed”, said Qatar,
“who are neutral regarding the
regional conflict”. Furthermore, they
should speak all local languages and
be psychologically trained. However,

France criticises that this is
illusionary.
Iraq proposes to encourage private
companies to finance the education
centres. After possible methods and
limits are debated, the USA suggest
that a global partner needs to be set
up that encourages and structures
financial contributions of the private
sector for UNESCO's educational
projects. The last big topics of the day
were equal education for both sexes
and implementation of new
technology in education.
“The debate was productive and
remarkably harmonic”, several
delegates conclude at the end of the
day.

ByElisaMiebach

Starting with the root causes of
narcoterrorism the dele-gates operate
on the same page to aim at a general
agreement. The delegates clearly and
unmistakably fuse to four regional
groups with similar neighboring
circum-stances to elaborate a work-
ing paper with global per-spective. At
UNODC the direction of
argumentation is set, only the
question of how to deal with the new
kind of terrorism is up for
discussion. To solve this

supranational problem,
which is closely restricted
to national issues, Pakistan
focuses on the social
aspect of education. Vene-
zuela, seeing a chance for
the most suffering states of
South America, supports
the suggestion and
demands long-term
strategies. Although they

are struggling with terrorism
Germany backs the interception of
smuggling drugs and the
implementation of good education
but also considers public health.
At this point Korea reflects the own
handling on narcot-ics and strikingly
proposes to strengthen laws and
introduce death penalty on drug
consumption — abnormally
advocated by DPR Korea. By facing
this the delegates start developing
alternative forms to prevent

terrorism based on drugs. One step
to escape from this vicious circle
could be the legalization of gateway
drugs to finance school-programs
and supervise officially the abuse like
Zimbabwe recommends. But
Pakistan protests: “We can’t fight fire
with fire”. Rather, following Egypt’s
proposal, the states should investigate
in the exchange of experience and
cross-national cooperation. Financial
support on its own does not solve the
problem at all. While debating on the
first small draft resolution, Ghana
seeks for preventive measures like a
stronger boarder security and global
institution to state against terrorism.
But China dis-claims this proposal to
create an additional non-
governmental organization: “We
need unity and no new organization”.

ByLukas Splitthoff

UNODC: Regional solutions with a global perspective

UNESCO: Education against hatred — a productive
debate

COMMITTEES
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Today's Schedule

09:00-12:00 Committee Session
12:00-13:30 Lunch

13:30-17:30 Workshops

20:00-21 :30 Nightwatchman Tour
21 :30-Open End: Pub Crawl

Learning languages with MUIMUN:
It´s raining languages…
Rain, rain, rain…we did our very best sun dance performance to take this
conference to the sunny side. Still a week without rain would not be a week in
Münster. Instead of getting desperate when looking at your brand-new suit -
that is now soaking wet - be introduced to the creative ways, in which
different languages describe the rainy weather. Everyone knows that in
English “it is raining cats and dogs”. While in Germany it is raining “strings”,
the Norwegians say that female trolls are falling down to earth. And did you
know that when you say it in Spanish you will have husbands dropping from
the sky? I guess we have found “the Weather Girls” secret inspiration for their
hit “It´s raining men”.

Evening Event:

Nightwatchman Tour & Pub Crawl

Today's evening holds two exciting events for you, a nightwatchman tour
of Münster and a pub crawl through Münster’s most famous bars after
that. Definitely worth attending even if you already attended the city tour
on registration day. You will get to know more about Münster’s sights and
nightlife. Meeting point is at the inner space of the central hall
(Rathausinnenplatz) at 8 pm.

L
ots of people see me on the
cinema screen; it was a magic
world where I was first seen.

But I´m involved in many ways, even
in politics in recent days. At the
moment I discuss women’s rights
and was praised for my speeches lots
of times. Who am I?

Person 29th March: Yanis
Varoufakis
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The Westphalian Diplomat is an independent newspaper. The content
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“Arbeitstelle Forschungstransfer”.

Who is it?

PANORAMA

MUIMUN in numbers

The world hosted in Münster.
Record-breaking, currently 215
members from all over the world
participate in one of Germany´s most
interna-tional student conferences.
More than half of the dele-gates
arrived from foreign countries,
especially for de-bating their
visionary per-spective on peace.
Represent-ing every continent they
ap-proximately traveled 471300
kilometers to Münster and in this
way circle 11 times around the world.
The time for trip correlates to 36 day.
And keep in mind: They will return
home. Preferably, we forget the
carbon footprint.

Connect yourself

#muimun2015

Send us a note at Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook or feed our
anonymous Gossip Box in the hall.

Become aMUN-addict

Have you got the bug for being a

delegate at Model United Nations?

Münster MUN e.V. is the local MUN

society to address when you wish to

attend other international MUNs as part

of one of their delegations. In order to

prepare you properly, Münster MUN

e.V. offers intriguing workshops about

international politics and MUN-related

skills on a regular basis. Please visit

www.münster-mun.de or Münster




